Abstract. We develop a powerdomain construction, [. ], which is analogous to the powerset construction and also fits in with the usual sum, product and exponentiation constructions on domains.
1. Introduction. When one follows the Scott-Strachey approach to the semantics of programming languages, various constructions on domains arise naturally. These include sum, product and exponentiation constructions. Their use is illustrated in [12] , [18] . Encountering languages with nondeterministic and parallel programming features induces the desire for a powerdomain construction analogous to the powerset construction on sets. Unfortunately, domains of the form (D-Truthvalues) will not do--as will be seen--and we present here an alternative, rather more complicated proposal. Milner [10] , 11] handled nondeterminism by using oracles. Unfortunately, the resulting semantics does not give some intuitive equivalences since; for example, the programs (p or q) and (q or p) have different meanings in general. Let us say that two well-formed program fragments are behaviorally equivalent iff whenever embedded in a context to form a program, they give rise to the same behavior. Behavior itself is to be defined in some operational way. Relative to some such notion we say that a semantics is fully abstract iff behavioral and denotational equivalence coincide [11] , [13] , [19] . We would expect that (p or q) and (q or p) would be behaviorally equivalent. So Milner's semantics is not fully abstract.
Milner asked if there was a generalization to relations of the notion of a continuous function. Rather than consider relations R _ _ _ D E directly we define [E] , the powerdomain of E, and use continuous functions R :D [E] . As a result, we obtain a semantics in which the programs (p or q) and (q or p) always do have the same meaning. But it remains an open question whether we thus achieve a fully abstract semantics.
We begin by considering a simple language with a "nondeterministic branch" feature. In this setting it is quite natural to consider sets when looking for a 453 semantics. Indeed, a straightforward construction is available which we believe has intuitive appeal. This construction forms the basis of the subsequent more general powerdomain construction.
The need for that is demonstrated by considering a more elaborate language with a simple parallel processing facility. In particular, one wants to find domains satisfying recursion equations involving the hypothetical powerdomain construction [. ] , just as equations involving +, x and were considered in the deterministic case. Our approach is to use consistency criteria to determine the ordering of [D] , and to consider only certain subsets of D as candidate members of [D] . This gives a rather indirect definition of [D] . The main body of the paper considers a wide class of domains D for which it is possible to establish a direct definition of [D] , and examines some of its properties. This class allows us to define continuous functions and predicates analogous to some standard ones on sets and also to solve recursive domain equations involving [. ] . The final part of the paper applies these results by giving an illustrative semantics for the simple language considered. We also give one for a language of Milner's which has more extended multiprocessing features.
2. Establishing a definition. The first programming language considered has simple nondeterministic choice points. The illustrative programs in Fig. 1 In the present case (Sx), it is tempting to allow X m_ y if X_ Y although one can hardly then claim _= as a "less defined than" ordering. But then {_1., s} m_ {s}, by the elementwise criterion and {s} m__ {_t., s} by the subset one for any s S, and it follows that Pa and P2 have equivalent meanings--against our wishes. So the temptation will be resisted. However, both LJ and { } will be seen to be continuous functions. So a proof system based on =_ with symbols for LJ and { } can be used to prove both subset and membership relations if required, as X_ Y iff X LJ Y Y and s X iff {s}_X.
Having considered the ordering on meanings, which meanings should be considered? Again we want to know which members of (S+/-) to allow. Since p(s) , even if P does not terminate on s, we exclude the empty set.
Now the set of all initial segments of execution sequences of a given nondeterministic program P, starting from a given state, will form a tree. The branching points will correspond to the choice points in the program. Since there are always only finitely many alternatives at each such choice point, the branching factor of the tree is always finite. That is, the tree is finitary. Now Konig's lemma says that if every branch of a finitary tree is finite, then so is the tree itself. In the present case this means that if every execution sequence of P terminates, then there are only finitely many execution sequences. So if an output set of P is infinite it must contain _L. Therefore we require infinite sets in [S_] to contain _L. DEFINITION. [ [1] , [2] , [7] . However, we press on to situations requiring a more involved . Now suppose we introduce a parallel operation into the language by adding the clauses, 7r ::= (71" par 7r2). The first part arises from the naturalness of the elementwise criterion. The second part arises from the above discussion and our expectation that in the case of to-discrete domains,
_ will be
We pause here to verify that )r is indeed well-defined. That is if X is finitely
Suppose X Bd(g)for some g:12 D. Let Tbe the finitary tree consisting of those finite w in f such that +/-f(g(oo)). If T is finite, then f(X) is finite. If T is infinite then, by K6nig's lemma T has an infinite branch o0, to1, w2," . Since 3_ f(g(wi)) for all -> 0, it follows that 3_ .Ji>=o f(o)i) f(l li>=o OOi) (X). As f'(X) , it follows that in either case f(X) [D] .
In some cases the second part of (1) can be computationally justified. If 
Then h is continuous and with f= h g, {T}= f(
Therefore X Y by part (i). (by the definition of ) 
Otherwise, d 00". Then for some n, T =f(0n). Therefore T f(Xo) in this case too. Therefore f(Xo)= f(X) and so, by the theorem, X0-Xa. [9] ).
Since we would like our semantics to be fully abstract, we choose the coarser relation .ByTheorem2 (iv) (x m_ y m-z and x X and z X) implies y X).
The convex closure operator, Con, is defined on subsets of E by, Con(X) "-def {Y E[::Ix, z X.x m_ y m-z} (X E).
THEOREM 3. (i) Con is a closure operator on any ipo E. For any X, Y E, Con(X) is the least convex set containing X, X =u Con(X), and X =u Y iff Con(X) Con(I0.
( 
The function f is monotonic and therefore continuous; for, if [D] . Therefore [D] is not a lattice. Indeed it is not even a semilattice, which we take to be a closed subset of a lattice, as in [17] . So converting [D] into a lattice would require one to add many pointsmnot just a top element. It is not clear to the author how to keep these separate from the bona fide elements.
4. The category SFP. In this section we present the class of domains over which our powerdomain construction works. They are certain limits in the category IPO. They will form a category SFP and will be a functor from SFP to SFP. An alternate characterization of the SFP objects in terms of their order structure will provide'a priori reasons for their usefulness.
Perhaps we could comment on our use of category theory. No deep theorems of category theory are used. Rather, it allows a systematic development of the material. We cannot give such a development entirely within Scott's (to), [17] .
We begin by considering the relevant limits in IPO. DEFIrTIOr. IPO-P is the category whose objects are the ipo's and whose morphisms p :D E are pairs (q, tO) where q :D E and q:E D. Composition is defined by: [14] , [15] and Wand [20] , [21] .
The category IPO-PR has direct limits of sequences. We give a definition which is, essentially, taken from [6] . DEFINITION Proof. The proof is a straightforward point-by-point verification. Universality is proved using the criterion given by Lemma 1. We omit the details which can be taken over from the, usual proofs for complete lattices, as given in [16] , [14] , [21] . [ Every finite ipo is an SFP object as it is a trivial limit of finite ipo's.
The categories SFP-P and SFP-PR are defined analogously to IPO-P and IPO-PR and are actually full subcategories of them. In other words if D and E are SFP-P (SFP-PR) objects, then the set of morphisms from D to E is the same in SFP-P (S.wP-PR) as it is in IPO-P (IPO-PR). The notions of directed sequence, cone, universality and limit in SFP-PR are defined analogously to the corresponding notions in IPO-PR.
We now turn to an alternate characterization of SFP objects.
DEFINITION (ii) Suppose is a directed sequence in SFP-PR. Then it is also a directed sequence in IPO-PR. It therefore has a direct limit, D, in IPO-PR. The argument in part (i) of the proof shows that D is actually an SFP object. As SFP-PR is a full subcategory of IPO-PR, D is also the direct limit in SFP-PR of N. 19 The internal characterization of SFP objects given by Theorem (to has length 0), (to has length n > 0), (to is infinite). Then (e) is Bd(f), the boundary of f, and so is finitely generable. In the arguments that follow, we often use K6nig's lemma in a particular way. Suppose (X.).=o E for n _-> 0 and u") Xn for n -> 0. Then 
Ipn(U(P)). As it is infinite, it follows from
K6nig's lemma that it has an infinite branch, to0, fox," . Let x II,>o i,((to,),). Proof. (i) Suppose x e (e). Then for all n -> 0 there are u (") e (e'), such that u(")_ ],(x). Applying K6nig's lemma in the form described we obtain a y e D such that for all n ->0, y, e (e'), and there is an m -_>n such that y, qm, (uCm). AS Suppose y e :(e'). Then for all n _-> 0 there are u ") e (e), such that u ") m_ y,. A similar argument using K6nig's lemma provides an x :(e) such that x m_ y.
(ii) Here, /(X) (Con (jm(X)))=o
(as X Y, jm(X) 
II (o), (o infinite).
Clearly X Bd(g). If x Bd(g), then by (i) and (ii) there are x, X such that x =lim (i, ],(Xn))n=0= lim (xn),=o. But since X is closed, x X. I-I
We can now characterize the closure operation which gives the maximal members of =-equivalence classes. Let C1 (X) be the closure of X in the Cantor topology. THEOREM 7. (i) For any X c_ D, Con C1 (X) is the least convex set containing X which is closed in the Cantor topology.
(ii) For X 6 [D], X* Con CI (X).
(iii) For X _D], X= C1 (X).
Proof. (i) Con C1 (X) is clearly convex. Suppose (Y,),--o is a convergent (z,),=oin sequence in Con C1 (X). Then there are sequences 2 (x,),=0 and C1 (X) such that x, m_ y, m_ z, for all n. Now 2 has a subsequence 2' convergingto x' e C1 (X). As x, _ y, for all n, x' m_ lim .S imilarly there is a z' in C1 (X) such that lim p m_ z'. Therefore lim 37 is in Con C1 (X).
So Con C1 (X) is also closed in the Cantor topology. If We can then find for all m and n<-m, u '' in X such that Proof. Suppose f is continuous, x E, y re_m_ f(x) and y is finite. Then, as E is algebraic and f is continuous, y m_ f(x)= II{f(u)lu m__ x and u is finite} and the set on the RHS is directed. As y is finite y _ _ . f(u) for some finite u m_ x.
Conversely, suppose f is monotonic and the condition of the hypothesis holds. Suppose X___ E is directed. As f is monotonic, f(I IX) L_If(X). Conversely, suppose y m_ f(I._]X) and y is finite. Then by assumption, there is a finite u m_ IIX such that y m_ f(u). As u is finite and X is directed, u m_ x for some x in X.
So y m_f(u)=_f(x)=_l If(X), as f is monotonic. As F is algebraic, f( x) =_ t_3f(x). [D] . As X is finitely generable, so is f(X) and so f(X) "--f(X). Therefore g(f(X))'-g(hX))---(f(.X)), (as f(X) is finitely generable). Therefore as o(X)is finitely generable, go f(X)= g'g-'f(X). Then we want to find a fixed point of T. We need a more global form of continuity. These recursive definitions are to be taken as shorthand versions of explicit definitions using the least fixed-point operation. The choice combinator is associative, commutative and idempotent; the sequence combinator is associative and the parallelism combinator is associative and commutative, but not idempotent in general.
We have used a slightly different conditional combinator than in 2, namely, the combinator COND: q]-D D E defined by I (t l), COND (t, x, y)= x (t true), y (t false), (t-,x, yD). This combinator is commutative but not associative; its use is equivalent to a local use of a nondeterministic oracle. It will, presumably, not give rise to a fully abstract semantics. One can also look at other cases, such as buffers [8] which need not even give rise to nondeterminism. Perhaps one could achieve some workable combination of nondeterminism, oracles and special cases, but we feel that some new insight will be needed.
Let us conclude with a semantics for Milner's language. We give only an abbreviated account here, following the general pattern laid down in the papers [10] , [11] . Some inesgential variations have been made for consistency's sake.
The language has identifiers with metavariable x and a class of expressions with metavariable e. The expressions are given by: 
